Haines Area Areas of Heli-Skiing Use and Non-Use (Attachment for Special Use Designation (SUD) ADL 106939)

General Land Status
- BLM (State Selected)
- State of Alaska within SUD boundary
- Federal Mining Claims
- Chilkat Bald Eagle Preserve

Boundaries
- SUD (Haines Area)

Flight Minimums
- Min. 1500 ft. above land
- Min. 5000 ft. above MSL

Allowed Areas for Heli-Skiing

1. This SUD only applies to commercial helicopter operations that land on state land. Landings on federal land require authorizations from the Bureau of Land Management. This SUD affects commercial helicopter tours and heli-skiing operations. See SUD for specifics of application.

2. The landing of commercial helicopters within the Chilkat Bald Eagle Preserve is not governed by this SUD; see the Chilkat Bald Eagle Preserve Management Plan for the specifics of the restriction. (Landings are not allowed within the Preserve and there is a 1500' flight minimum.)

3. Except for these areas, heli-skiing is prohibited. Allowed areas are designated to avoid sensitive mountain goat habitat as determined by survey transects flown by the Bureau of Land Management and the Alaska Department of Fish and Game.

4. Exception as noted in the SUD.